
PARTS

• A:  Front Pole

• B:  Side poles

• C:  Base Frame Poles (Sides)

• D:  Base Frame Pole (Rear)

• E:  Top Frame Poles (Sides)

• F:  Top Frame Pole (Rear)

• G:  Fabric Cover

• H:  Bean Bag Casings

• I:  Clamps

HOW TO ASSEMBLE 

THE BABY-POSING BEANBAG FRAME

Step 1

Connect parts A, B, C and D together 

to get this configusation. Poles C and 

D look similar in size, however Pole 

D is lightly differnt in length (place 

pole C and D on Top of each other to 

help detetmine shich pole is a differnt 

length).

  

The Pole that is a different length, 

goes at the back, and the other two 

(the ones that are the same lengh) go 

on the sides 

With the Front and side poles, 

please ensure that the wider end is 

positioned towards the top. Width 

Side Poles B, please ensure that the 

highest parrt of the slope is pointing 

towards the back of the frame.



Complete The Set Up

Step 2
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No complete the frame by connect-

ing the remaining poles Poles E and 

F look similar in size, however Pole 

F is lightly differnt in length (place 

pole E and F on Top of each other to 

help detetmine shich pole is a differnt 

length).

  

The Pole that is a different length, 

goes at the back, and the other two 

(the ones that are the same lengh) go 

on the sides 

HOW TO ASSEMBLE 

THE BABY-POSING BEANBAG FRAME

Now all that is left is to fill the bean bags with beans and place it in the frame. Then use the clamps to clamp the 

fabric to the fame. You can either use the fabric that comes packaged, or use a difrerent one. You areonly limited by 

your creativity.


